Motivations – Who was involved?
The Mob
It was alleged that JFK received
campaign funds from the mob.
However, JFK launched a
campaign against organised crime.
Jack Ruby the man who killed Lee
Harvey Oswald apparently had
connection with the mob.
Was Lee Harvey Oswald hired by the mob and killed by Jack
Ruby to ensure he stayed quiet?
The KKK
A racist organisation that terrorised
black people. JFK was working on
laws on making black people have
equal rights to white people. Did the
KKK assassinate him to stop this?
The Communists
Was this a Cold War conspiracy where
the Soviet Union had JFK killed?
Oswald distributed pro-Communist
leaflets in New Orleans in August 1963.

The CIA – (American spy agency)
After the Cuban Missile Crisis, rightwing elements of the CIA believed that
JFK was too soft on fighting
Communism. JFK was also linked to
having affairs. Did they believe it was
better to eliminate JFK?
Three tramps (Homeless people)
Three ‘tramps’ were found in a box car on the railroad
immediately behind where JFK was assassinated. They were
taken into custody but then officially ‘disappeared’
They were not tramps but had connections to both the Mob and
the CIA. What were they doing there, why were they released?
LBJ – American Vice President, (becomes President if the
previous President resigns or is killed
Jack Ruby wrote a letter to a friend in
which he wrote: “They alone planned the
killing. By that I mean Johnson and
others …”
Did LBJ have a motive to kill Kennedy?
LBJ had little respect for Kennedy,
referring to him “a scrawny man with a
bad back, a weak and indecisive politician, a nice guy, a
gentleman, but not a man’s man.”
Johnson had at first rejected Kennedy’s offer of the vice
presidency but eventually accepted the position. Johnson told
friends that “one president in four dies in office. I’m a gambling
man.”
Was Johnson ruthless enough for power to help eliminate a
sitting President of the USA?

